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A B S T R A C T
Power systems employ measures of reliability indices to indicate the eﬀectiveness a power system to perform its
basic function of supplying electrical energy to its consumers. The amount of energy required in a generating
system to ensure an adequate supply of electricity is determined using analytical and simulation techniques.
This study focuses on reviewing the generation reliability assessment methods of power systems using Monte
Carlo simulation (MCS) and variance reduction techniques (VRTs). MCS is a very ﬂexible method for reliability
assessment of the power systems, by the sequential process it can imitate the random nature of the system
components and can be broadly classiﬁed into two, sequential and non-sequential simulations. A brief
introduction to MCS is provided. Unlike analytical methods, MCS can be used to quantitatively estimate the
system reliability in even the most complex system generating capacity situations. The major drawback of the
MCS is that it requires more computational time to reach for converging with estimated the values of reliability
indices. This paper presents an eﬀective methods for accelerating MCS in power system reliability assessment.
VRT used is to manipulate the way each sample of an MCS is deﬁned in order to both preserve the randomness
of the method and decrease the variance of the estimation. In addition, the study presents detailed descriptions
of generation reliability assessment methods, in order to provide computationally eﬃcient and precise
methodologies based on the pattern simulation technique. These methodologies oﬀer signiﬁcantly improved
computational ability during evaluations of power generation reliability.
1. Introduction
The basic function of a power system is to supply electrical power
eﬃciently to consumers as economically as possible, with a reasonable
assurance of quality and continuity. The modern society required the to
be continuously the supply of electrical energy on consumers demand
[1]. A wide range of techniques are available for assessing engineering
systems and evaluating their reliability indices, and these should be
carefully interpreted and understood.
Generating capacity reliability indices assist in producing suﬃcient
energy to satisfy demand using a given amount of energy consumption
in the system. Generating capacity can be deﬁned in terms of adequacy
of as the installed generating capacity required satisfying a particular
load demand. The amount of generating capacity required to ensure
suﬃciency of electricity supply is determined by evaluating the
reliability indices of the power system. There are two main approaches;
the use of analytical methods and the performance of simulations using
the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) [2,103,143].
Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages [4–7].
Analytical methods generally use basic knowledge and mathematical
models, recounting and combining the probabilities and frequencies of
system conditions to check reliability indices. MCS describes a problem
as a sequence of actual experiments that determines the operating
characteristics of a system and its components. Reliability indices are
then evaluated by observing the experiments. In general, reliability
evaluation depends on the analytical assessment methods [8] but
introduces MCS as an alternative solution to illustrate the random
behavior of a system and its components.
The advantage of MCS over analytical techniques is its improved
capability to simulate the actual operation of a power system; hence, it
provides a more accurate evaluation of reliability indices [1,9]. MCS is
an extremely robust computer-based technique for estimating system
reliability and, in most cases, applying MCS requires considerable
computational time to obtain accurate and reliable results. Moreover, it
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